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SAMSUNG LM301B Mean Well Driver DIMMABLE Knob

Note: The picture is for reference only, the actual product shall prevail, 
and the right of interpretation belongs to Koray!

TECHNICAL  SPECIFICATIONS

Model                    Power draw                        Amps               Frequency            Footprint

G1000L

G2000L

G4000L

Veg        2.5 x 2.5 ft
flower   2 x 2 ft

Veg        3 x 4 ft
flower   2 x 4 ft

50-60HZ

50-60HZ

50-60HZ

0.86A @120V
0.43A @230V
0.36A @277V

1.83A @120V
0.93A @230V
0.78A @277V

103W±5% @AC120V
100W±5% @AC230V
100W±5% @AC277V

220W±5% @AC120V
215W±5% @AC230V
215W±5% @AC277V

Veg        6 x 6 ft
flower   5 x 5 ft

3.58A @120V
1.83A @230V
1.52A @277V

430W±5% @AC120V
420W±5% @AC230V
420W±5% @AC277V

G1000L

G4000L

G2000L

G1000L

G2000L

G4000L

    Energy Efficiency(PAR/Watt)                                                     Dimension & Weight   

2.7μmol/J

2.7μmol/J

2.7μmol/J

11.8" x 9.8" x 2.4"        | 3.90 lbs 
300 x 250 x 60mm        | 1.77 kgs

23.6" x 9.4" x 2.4"        | 6.53 lbs 
600 x 241 x 60mm        | 2.96 kgs

23.6" x 18." x 2.4"        | 12.63 lbs 
600 x 481 x 60mm’       | 5.73  kgs

MIN

20 80

40 60

MAX

FULL  SPECTRUM 



ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Unbox metal hanger kits, attach 4 small hooks to 4 holes on back side of the light;

The dimming switch is set for local dimming, the dimming knob is used for dimming, and the light switch is for on 
and off    (If the dimming switch is set to the external signal, the dimming knob and light switch are invalid)

Connect with adjustable rope ratchets.Hang the light above the plants at appropriate height;

Plug the power cord to the socket.

FUNCTION OVERVIEW

Dimming knob
Dimming Switch

Light Switch

Light Switch: Turn on and off the lights  (Only valid when dimming switch is on)

Local Dimming
Dimming ON

External Signal
Dimming OFF

CH1:
RJ12

CH2:
RJ12

1 2 3



If you choose this operation,all lights output(brightness) are same

    RJ12 Cable
    Only used for multi-lights connection,if single light dimming 
    operation,please unplug the cable. 

NOTE: If you don‘t want to use a multi-light conection, but only dimming each of your lights,please
refer to option 1.It shows how to adjust the brightness of a single light

OPTION1: Single light dimming operation

Step3. Adjust light inensity

Main-light A sub-light B sub-light C

Dimming switch: ON Dimming switch: OFF Dimming switch: OFF

NOTE: If dimming is not needed,please don’t turn on dimming switch

Step2：Choose one as main-light, others as sub-lights (eg:A as main-light,B&C as sub-lights)
  (1) Turn on the light switch of A, A controls the on/off of B&C
  (2) Only turn on the dimming switch of main-light

Step3：After completing step 1 and step 2. Dimming knob A controls the brightness of B&C. 
The larger of the scale value,the intenser of the brightness

Step1： Connect multiple lights with RJ12 cable(Support up to 12 lights)

OPTION2: Multi-light connection dimming operation

Step2.Turn on light switch

Step1.Turn on dimming switch
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GROW TIPS

SUGGEST HANGING DISTANCE SUGGEST  LIGHTING TIME

The rate of photosynthesis and transpiration are directly affected by temperature, 
humidity and airflow.
The perfect temperature and humidity for your plants are found between 75 -85 F 
and 50% - 70% humidity, with plenty of airflow to replenish CO₂. PH is 6 -6.5.
You may add more calcium and magnesium than normally needed.

WARRANTY TERMS

The light can be returned or replaced within 30 days after delivery, 
in the precondition of non-artificial damage.
90 days ALL FREE warranty. Free components, repairing and service
can be provided within 3 months after delivery.
3 years of free components can be provided.
3 months -1 year:  Free components,  buyers only have to pay one-way freight  
and repairing fees.
1 year -3 years: Free components. Buyers bear the freight back and forth  
and repairing fees.

CAUTION

Do NOT touch the light while in operation.
To prevent eye damage， avoid looking directly at the LEDs.
To reduce the risk of overheating or fire， always allow for adequate
ventilation of fixtures and power supplies. 

.......................................................................................................................................................................Germination BloomSeedling Veg

Hang at 24’’ - 30’’
18hr On/6hr Off

Hang at 22’’- 26’’
18hr On/6hr Off

Hang at 18’’ - 24’’
18hr On/6hr Off

Hang at 12’’ - 18’’
12hr On/12hr Off



WARNING
In summer or other hot environment， please use a cooling fan to
keep a suitable temperature for your plants.

 IMPORTANT SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Please read the manual thoroughly before attempting to install or operate Koray 
Grow Light and keep it for future reference.
Connect the light only to the power sources of the appropriate voltage using the 
plug received. Protect power cables from being pinched or damaged， especially 
where  the power cable enters the power outlet and the unit.
If the provided plug does not fit your socket， please contact us for help by email 
immediately. Please do not replace the power cord or plug by yourself， otherwise 
we are not responsible for man-made damages.
The system should only be cleaned as instructions in the manual. You should seek service 
by qualified service personnel if any of the following occur
   1. The power-supply cord or the plug has been damaged；
   2.The unit has been exposed to rain；
   3. The unit exhibits a marked change in performance；
   4. Theunit has been dropped， or its enclosure or chassis is damaged.

  GENERAL CARE

Koray Grow Lights are passively cooled with zero moving components. 
They are designed for harsh environments and years of maintenance-free performance.  
Some basic care will keep your lights working at peak performance cycle-after-cycle.

To achieve the optimal lifespan and performance of your fixtures， routinely check  
and remove the excess dust, debris, and mineral build up from heat sink and LED array.
Cleaning should always be done with the fixture or using low-pressure compressed 
air when unplugged from its power source.

Never use a cloth to clean the diode array, otherwise it may scratch the integrity 
of the silicon seal, or dislodge  the diodes entirely.

To limit degradation, avoid touching the diodes with your hands， even in a power- 
off status.

Take caution when handling Koray Lights. Ensure that the LED array is not touched by 
sharp objects or pressed by force, otherwise the diodes may be damaged.

Natural convection removes heat away from the heat sink. In order to properly cool itself, 
at least one inch of space is required between the fixture and the roof of your grow area.
Failure to do so may shorten the fixture's lifespan.


